Assessing behavioural consistency is crucial to understand the evolution of personality traits. In the present study, we examined the short-and long-term repeatability and stability of two unrelated personality traitsexploratory tendencies and struggling rate -using captive female zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata). We performed two experimental sessions of behavioural tests with a 7-mo interval, which represents up to one quarter of a zebra finch's life expectancy. We showed that, overall, exploratory tendencies and struggling rate were significantly repeatable in the short term. However, only exploratory tendencies were repeatable in the long term. We found interindividual differences in short-term stability of exploratory tendencies, but not struggling rate, providing evidence for differences in intraindividual variability. In the long term, struggling rate significantly decreased between the two experimental sessions, whereas exploratory tendencies remained stable. Finally, the amount of interindividual variation measured at both sessions did not differ. Our results suggest that short-and long-term repeatability and stability of personality may vary between individuals, depending on the behavioural trait under scrutiny. As a consequence, deducing personality from measures realized earlier in a subject's life should be performed with caution. We discuss the implications of inter-and intraindividual variation in personality consistency on individual fitness.
Introduction
The study of animal personality is based on the characterization of interindividual behavioural variation (Bell 2007) . Several experimental designs have been set up which allow researchers to measure individual personality in some standardized way ). Yet, while studies investigating human personality usually take several broad dimensions into account (McCrae et al. 1998; Uher 2008) , animal personality is commonly inferred from a few traits only (Butler et al. 2012; Hedrick & Kortet 2012) . The discovery that several personality traits may be related within so-called 'behavioural syndromes' provides empirical grounding to this procedure. Yet, the extent to which the assessment of a single trait is representative of global personality, and possibly several different dimensions, remains poorly investigated (but see ). More importantly, relationships between personality traits have been shown to be mediated by natural selection (Bell & Sih 2007; Dingemanse et al. 2007 ). The global structure of personality is thus thought to be dynamic over time. Investigating the properties of several different personality traits is thus of major concern to provide an account of their evolution in the face of natural selection.
The concept of animal personality has been developed around the premise that individuals of the same populations display consistent behavioural tendencies over time and across contexts ). Repeatability and stability are commonly used as measures of consistency yet provide different information (see Dingemanse et al. 2010) . From a population genetics viewpoint, repeatability is an estimate of the proportion of phenotypic variation, which is explained by individual differences (Falconer & Mackay 1996) . Stability refers to the absolute individual variation of the trait under study over an ecologically relevant time period. Assessing both repeatability and stability of personality traits is thus crucial to the characterization of within-population behavioural differences; and to appraise the biological relevance of this variation in an evolutionary framework (Dingemanse & Ré ale 2005) .
Several studies have estimated the repeatability of personality traits using wild-caught animals (Ward et al. 2004; Quinn & Cresswell 2005; Montiglio et al. 2010; Jenkins 2011; Mafli et al. 2011) or individuals bred in captivity (Schuett & Dall 2009; Jones & Godin 2010; Schielzeth et al. 2011) . Several factors have been found to influence behaviour repeatability and thus could potentially affect the accuracy of the measures recorded. For instance, repeatability may differ between sexes (Schuett & Dall 2009; Jenkins 2011) or across populations (Sinn et al. 2010; van Dongen et al. 2010) . In a recent meta-analysis, Bell et al. (2009) found that experimental trials performed at short intervals of time generally yielded more repeatable estimates than behaviours recorded at longer intervals (Bell et al. 2009) . However, few studies have investigated the repeatability of personality over both short-and long-time intervals using captive individuals (but see Svartberg et al. 2005; Koski 2011 and Kanda et al. 2012) . As a consequence, less is known about whether testing captive animals provides accurate and stable estimates of an individual's personality and if such experiments can be used to infer the evolution of personality in the wild (see Weigensberg & Roff 1996 and Herborn et al. 2010) . The question of the use of captive individuals within personality studies remains an issue (Archard & Braithwaite 2010) .
In the present study, we used the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) to estimate the repeatability and stability of two personality traits: exploration tendencies and struggling rate. The first trait has been found to be part of a behavioural syndrome, along with neophobia, risk-taking behaviour and activity, whereas the second one was found to be independent of other personality traits ). Performing experimental trials over short-(7 d) and long-term intervals (~7 mo), we assessed to what extent intrapopulation variation in personality is repeatable over time, and whether different personality dimensions show similar patterns of stability.
Methods

Study Subjects
Twenty young, but sexually mature, captive-born zebra finches were purchased from a reliable local supplier. Only females which were initially 2 mo of age were used, as the present study was part of a larger research programme on the influence of personality on female sexual behaviour . The zebra finch is a common tropical passerine bird species, widely used in behavioural ecology (Zann 1996) and specifically within personality studies (Schuett & Dall 2009; David et al. , 2012 . Birds were kept in a single experimental room one to 3 wks before the experiment started and were maintained in individual cages (60 9 33 9 30 cm), containing four perches at different heights and four feeders with food or water. Room temperature was maintained at 22 ± 2°C, and the photoperiod was 13:11 h light/dark cycle (0730 am-0830 pm), with a 30-min period simulating dawn and dusk through increasing and decreasing light intensity in the morning and evening. Each individual was identified by an orange numbered ring (size XF; AC Hughes, Hampton Hill, UK). Birds were provisioned with millet seeds, cuttlebones and water ad libitum. Vegetables were only given outside of the experiment periods. Birds were not given any additional vitamins. After the experiment, birds were kept in groups of two to be used in subsequent studies. The experimental procedures were in agreement with the ethical requirements of the Université de Bourgogne.
General Procedures
Two different personality traits were assessed: exploratory tendencies and struggling rate . Long-term consistency of each trait was assessed through two experimental sessions separated by 263 d [214, 306] (median [lower value, upper value]) for exploration and 209 d [155, 236] for struggling rate. Within each experimental session, the short-term consistency of each trait was assessed through two trials for each individual at a (mean ± standard deviation) 7 ± 0 d interval in the first session and a 3 ± 1 d interval in the second session. Struggling rate, then exploratory tendencies, were assessed from the same individuals with a 6-d interval during the first session and a~2-mo interval during the second session. Whereas zebra finches' lifespan has been found to vary between different wild populations, individuals typically live between 2 to 3 yrs (Zann 1996) . The lifespan of zebra finches kept in optimal conditions in captivity may reach 5 yrs (Burley 1985) . The between-session interval therefore represents an important proportion (~23%) of zebra finches' life expectancy, at least compared to the highest lifespan recorded the wild (Zann 1996) . After the first experimental session, birds underwent two spatial association mate-choice trials with no physical male contact (M. David, unpubl. data) . They were then kept in same-sex groups of two until the second session without being disturbed but by caretakers.
Assessment of Exploratory Tendencies
Individual exploratory tendencies were assessed in a large cage (140 9 140 9 70 cm) with which birds were unfamiliar. The cage consisted of opaque walls with a clear Plexiglas ceiling and contained five artificial trees each composed of four small branches . Individuals were deprived of food for 1 h before the trial and had no access to any further food source within the apparatus. Individual behaviour inside the apparatus was recorded for 30 min with a video camera placed one metre above it. During analysis, the cumulative number of movements between perches and between trees performed by the bird was considered as a measure of its exploratory tendencies.
Assessment of Struggling Rate
Individuals were caught from their home cages and gently put on a flat surface below a small landing net (20 9 15 cm). The numbers of hops and escape attempts under the net were recorded during 30 s , while the experimenter remained motionless one metre away from the bird. All these manipulations were performed by M.D. The cumulative number of hops and escape attempts were considered as a measure of individual struggling rate (also termed 'obstinacy' in ).
Statistical Analyses
The results obtained during the first session represent a subset of the data reported in . Three individuals were not tested for their exploratory tendencies thus reducing the sample size to 17 for analyses with exploratory tendencies as a dependent variable. Repeatability of personality was assessed using the 'rptR' package (Nakagawa & Schielzeth 2010) developed in R software (R Development Core Team 2011). Thus, the repeatability of exploratory tendencies was computed using link scale method for count data. Here, we report the estimates (repeatability coefficient [R] and 95% confidence interval) of multiplicative overdispersion glmm-based models. Differences between these repeatability estimates computed within and among the two sessions were assessed by comparing the corresponding 95% confidence intervals. Overlapping intervals indicated that the repeatability estimates were not significantly different, at the 5% significance threshold (Nakagawa & Cuthill 2007) .
A preliminary analysis of struggling rate, using procedures for count data, showed that confidence interval estimates were unreliable as the overdispersion parameter of the model fell below 1. This would have led to erroneous statistical comparisons of repeatability estimates. As number of hops and escape attempts were normally distributed (Shapiro tests, p > 0.05 for all tests) and estimated overdispersion fell below 1, we decided to use ANOVA-based models to assess the repeatability of struggling rate. To that end, we used the command 'rpt.aov' of the 'rptR' R package (Nakagawa & Schielzeth 2010) . Differences between repeatability estimates were thus appraised by comparing confidence intervals, with overlaps indicating no differences at a 5% threshold.
Between-session differences in personality, averaged within sessions for each bird and each trait, were analysed using generalized linear mixed models with either 'exploratory tendencies' or 'struggling rate' as a dependent variable, 'individual' as a random intercept and 'session' as a fixed parameter. Following Schielzeth & Forstmeier's (2009) recommendation, we included 'session' as a random slope factor to test for differences in slope (i.e., between-individual differences in betweensession variation). Residual error distribution was set to Poisson. Between-session differences in personality and between-individual slope differences were thus determined by comparing models with or without the corresponding fixed, or random, factors.
Moreover, we investigated whether between-session variation in personality was related to average personality values for the two traits. To do this, we used Oldham's method (Oldham 1962 ) as recommended by Tu & Gilthorpe (2007) . This method has been designed to estimate the association between change and initial value, while avoiding the pitfalls arising from relating a variable to any computation including it (for instance, 'x' to 'x-y'; see Tu & Gilthorpe 2007) . We have then correlated between-session variation, computed as the absolute value of the difference in individual personality values -averaged within sessions -between the first and the second session |m first session À m second session |, to individual personality values, averaged within sessions, then averaged across the two sessions (m first session + m second session )/2.
We investigated the importance of intraindividual variability (IIV) in our sample (Herczeg & Garamszegi 2012; Stamps et al. 2012) . Intraindividual variability refers to between-individual differences in intraindividual variation when animals are tested several times in the same situation and the same conditions. We thus computed individual stability statistic (ISS) scores for each individual in each of the two sessions (Asendorpf 1990; Sinn et al. 2008) . As the scores were skewed, they were transformed to reach normality (Asendorpf 1990; Sinn et al. 2008) . Individual stability statistic scores' repeatabilities were tested using ANOVA-based methods (Nakagawa & Schielzeth 2010) . Between-session variation in ISS scores was assessed using linear mixed models fitted with a Gaussian distribution with 'transformed ISS score' as the dependent variable, 'session' as the independent variable, 'individual' as a random intercept factor and 'session' as a random slope factor (Schielzeth & Forstmeier 2009) .
We assessed the correlation linking between-session variation in personality, as previously computed, and the time interval between the two experimental sessions for the two personality traits. This procedure was aimed at testing whether differences in the length of time between the two sessions could explain individual between-session variation in personality.
Finally, the correlation between exploratory tendencies and struggling rate was tested, for both the first and the second experimental session, using the individual average of the two within-session measures for each variable.
For each analysis, we provided Pearson's correlation coefficients with its associated 95% Confidence Interval (CI) (Anderson et al. 2001; Cassey et al. 2004; Nakagawa & Cuthill 2007) . When data were not normally distributed, we did not transform them in accordance with previous recommendations (O 'Hara & Kotze 2010; Zuur et al. 2010) . Instead, we performed Spearman's correlation analyses. We then computed 95%CI for Spearman's coefficients using bootstrapping method with 20 000 repetitions. Statistical analyses were performed using JMP 5.0.1 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) and R 2.11.1 (R Development Core Team 2011).
Results
Within-and Between-Session Repeatabilities
Exploratory tendencies were significantly repeatable between the two trials of the first session (R = 0.81, Fig. 2a ). Within-session variance did not significantly differ between the two sessions (1st session [log-transformed]: 0.46; 2nd session [log-transformed], 0.50; Levene's test, F 1,32 = 0.14; p = 0.71). There were significant betweenindividual differences in between-session variation in exploratory tendencies (random slope effect, v 2 = 117.8; df = 2; p < 0.0001). Also, between-session variation was positively related to exploratory tendencies averaged across sessions (Spearman's r s = 0.69, 95%CI [0.23, 0.96], n = 20, p = 0.001; Fig. 3a ). This indicates that those individuals with higher exploratory tendencies demonstrated more variation in their exploratory tendencies between sessions. Between-session variation was not related to the time interval between the two experimental sessions (Spearman's r s = À0.21, 95%CI [À0.67, 0.37], n = 17, p = 0.39). Individual stability statistic scores of exploratory tendencies did not significantly differ between the two sessions (v 2 = 2.60, df = 1, p = 0.11; Fig. 4a ). However, there were significant between-individual differences in between-session variation in ISS scores (random slope effect, v 2 = 7.08; df = 2; p = 0.029; Fig. 4a ). The results of these analyses remained substantially similar when the most explorative bird was removed from the sample.
Average struggling rate decreased between the two sessions (1st session, mean ± SEM, 16.0 ± 1.4; 2nd session: 12.0 ± 1.2; v 2 = 11.6; p < 0.001; Fig. 2b ). However, within-session variance did not significantly differ between the two sessions (1st session, 38.6; 2nd session, 26.9; F 1,36 = 0.03, p = 0.86). There were no significant between-individual differences in between-session variation of struggling rate (random slope effect, v 2 = 1.71; df = 2; p = 0.42). However, between-session variation was positively correlated to struggling rate averaged across sessions (Pearson's r = 0.68, 95%CI [0.34, 0.86], t 18 = 3.96, p < 0.001; Fig. 3b) . Thus, individuals with higher struggling rate demonstrated more variation between sessions. Between-session variation tended to be related to the time interval between the two experimental sessions (Spearman's r s = 0.41; 95%CI [À0.02, 0.75]; n = 20; p = 0.068). Individual stability statistic scores of struggling rate tended to be higher in the second session than in the first, although the difference did not reach significance (v 2 = 3.70, df = 1, p = 0.054; Fig. 4b ). This indicates that struggling rate tended to be more stable in the short term throughout the first session than during the second session. There were no significant between-individual differences in between-session variation in ISS scores (random slope effect, v 2 = 1.40; df = 2; p = 0.50; Fig. 4b ).
Correlation Between Exploratory Tendencies and Struggling Rate
There was no significant correlation between exploratory tendencies and struggling rate either during the first (Spearman's r s = À0.32, 95%CI [À0.77, 0.19], n = 17, p = 0.19) or the second session (Spearman's r s = À0.10, 95%CI [À0.55, 0.36], n = 17, p = 0.68).
Discussion
In the present study, we have shown that exploratory tendencies and struggling rate are overall repeatable in captive female zebra finches, at two and 9 mo of age. Our results demonstrate that a commonly studied personality trait such as exploration may be repeatable over a significant portion of zebra finches' life expectancy. However, struggling rate was not repeatable in the long term. Exploratory tendencies and struggling rate varied in their stability through time. Indeed, exploratory tendencies remained rather stable in the long term, whereas birds decreased their level of struggling rate over the 7-mo period. Here, we discuss each of these findings in turn and explore the importance of methodology in an evolutionary approach to animal personality.
Behavioural Repeatability
Similar short-term repeatability estimates were computed during the two experimental sessions, both for exploratory tendencies and struggling rate. Although the time interval between the two within-session trials differed between the two sessions (7 d for the first session vs. 3 d for the second session), the magnitude of repeatability did not vary as expected (Bell et al. 2009 ). Our findings yet differ from a previous study by Schuett & Dall (2009) which showed that, unlike males, exploratory tendencies of captive female zebra finches were not repeatable (see also Jenkins 2011). Taken together, these studies and the present one suggest that individuals from different populations may display varying patterns in personality trait repeatability, as has been found in another bird species (van Dongen et al. 2010) . Exploratory tendencies were repeatable in the long term. This contrasts with previous findings that exploratory tendencies were not repeatable across juvenile and adult stages in wild great tits (Parus major) (Carere et al. 2005) . However, our results are in line with primate (Koski 2011 ) and mammal studies (Ray & Hansen 2005; Svartberg et al. 2005) . Conversely, we found no evidence that struggling rate was repeatable across the two experimental sessions. In accordance with this finding Bell et al. (2009) provided evidence that behaviour repeatability generally decreased with increased intervals between successive observations (but see Gabriel & Black 2010) . However, because our sample size was moderate, any individual variation occurring between the two sessions may have had a disproportionate effect on computed intraindividual variation compared to interindividual variation. This could cause repeatability estimate to decrease and even lose significance, although this was not true for exploration tendencies where the most explorative individual drastically decreased its exploration score between the two sessions (see Fig. 2a ). The rather large confidence intervals surrounding repeatability estimates can also be interpreted as an outcome of our modest sample size. The possibility then remains that increasing sample size may reduce confidence intervals and reveal a significant, while low, repeatability estimate for struggling rate's longterm repeatability. This possibility deserves further experimental investigation.
Our results suggest that unrelated personality traits may exhibit different patterns of repeatability in the same individuals when recorded over short or long time intervals. Variation in repeatability may translate into some lability in the response of these traits to Relationship between between-session variation in individual struggling rate and individual struggling rate averaged across both sessions. For both personality traits, between-session variation was computed as the absolute value of the difference between individual average value in first session and individual average value in second session (see Methods for more details).
natural selection. Assessing the repeatability or personality, and behavioural traits in general, is then crucial to understand its relevance over an individual's lifetime and their importance from an evolutionary perspective. The present study provides evidence that accurate estimates of personality can be obtained from captive studies but that these cannot be generalized to account for other behavioural traits, without a sense of caution.
Behavioural Stability
Individual exploratory tendencies did not significantly vary between the two experimental sessions. The number of movements performed within the exploration apparatus remained stable over the 7-mo interval. This finding contrasts with previous studies conducted with dogs (Canis familiaris) (Svartberg et al. 2005) or great tits (Dingemanse et al. 2002) which found that individual exploratory tendencies increased over time, whereas exploration has been found to decrease with age in rats (Rattus norvegicus) (Ray & Hansen 2005) . However, we found that individual stability, as reflected in the computation of between-session variation, varied as a function of individual personality. Over a 7-mo period, the number of movements birds performed in the exploration apparatus decreased in those with higher exploratory tendencies to a greater extent than birds with lower exploratory tendencies. These results suggest that personality stability is likely to vary between individuals, at least in zebra finches. This has been documented in the present study through short-term stability of exploration (i.e., ISS scores) and between-session variation between individuals. This suggests that different individuals may exhibit varying levels of stability. As a consequence, deducing personality from measures realized earlier in a subject's life should be performed with caution. Nonetheless, these results may have arisen because of a 'floor' effect as birds displaying very low exploratory tendencies during the first session could not exhibit lower tendencies during the second one. It remains possible that between-individual differences in long-term stability may be an artefact of our experimental design.
Struggling rate decreased overall between sessions, but showed a pattern similar to exploratory tendencies at the individual level: birds with higher rates displayed a greater decrease across the two sessions. Individual habituation to captive conditions and experimental situations may explain our findings. Indeed, a lack of important diverse stimulations, such as those limited field conditions provide, might considerably reduce individual general reactivity on a long-term basis (see Meehan & Mench 2002) . In addition, individuals may become habituated to the presence of experimenters in captive conditions, thus reducing their docility and struggling rate. However, it remains to be explained why exploration and struggling rate showed a different pattern of variation across the sessions. Contrary to exploration, we did not find any evidence of interindividual differences in IIV in struggling rate. As struggling rate was estimated based on a shorter timescale than exploration (30 s vs. 30 min), the possibility remains that its assessment may be more influenced by small environmental perturbations, which could impact the true intensity of struggling and therefore individual measurements. Alternatively, an interesting but more hypothetical possibility is that different personality traits exhibit different levels of consistency in the same individuals (Sinn et al. 2008) .
Our findings that struggling rate is neither repeatable nor stable in the long term have several implications. First, it suggests that the characterization of personality at a given time may prove unreliable to infer its stability over long-time scales -depending on which trait is under scrutiny. This is even more astonishing for captive individuals who are assumed to live a less challenging lifestyle compared with wild animals (but see D'Eath 2004; Brown et al. 2007) . One would expect captive individuals to experience a lower diversity of situations, in a neutral and predictable environment, and thus to show more stability in their behaviour than those in the wild (Archard & Braithwaite 2010 ; but see Weigensberg & Roff 1996 and McPhee 2003) . Comparative designs based on both wild and captive individuals would be needed to test this assumption. In contrast to these expectations, Bell et al. (2009) found that behaviours measured in the field are generally more repeatable than behaviours measured in captive conditions. Natural conditions could thus play an important role in the selective maintenance of intraindividual consistency (Archard & Braithwaite 2010; Schuett et al. 2010 ). Second, insofar as selective pressures on personality traits are stable over time, a given population may display varying responses to selection with respect to variance in the expression of individuals' personality.
In the present study, we have documented that individuals differed in their IIV -as assessed from shortterm stability (ISS scores) -in exploratory tendencies but not in struggling rate. The notion of IIV is reminiscent of the notion of behavioural flexibility, which is known to affect some components of fitness (Sol et al. 2002; Nicolakakis et al. 2003) . Exploring variation in IIV is thus of great importance to understand and predict the evolution of variation in personality and determine the evolutionary foundations of behavioural consistency and flexibility.
To conclude, we have provided evidence that two unrelated personality traits were repeatable in the short term in captive zebra finches, while only exploratory tendencies were repeatable in the long term. Our findings are yet based on a modest sample size. The possibility remains that significant differences between estimates could have been revealed by substantially increasing the number of individuals used or the number of trials performed with the same individuals (Martin et al. 2011) . Exploratory tendencies proved to be stable across a significant portion of an individual's lifetime, whereas struggling rate decreased between the two sessions. Moreover, IIV, as assessed from short-term stability, was repeatable for exploratory tendencies, but not for struggling rate. These distinctions are particularly sensible as exploratory tendencies and struggling rate belong to two different personality dimensions in zebra finches . Thus, the present study confirms 's assumption that overall personality can be composed of several different dimensions which are worth investigating simultaneously. Indeed, these dimensions may display varying patterns of development with varying stability over an individual's life. Taken together, these results argue in favour of a more extensive characterization of alternative personality dimensions within populations (Gosling 1998; Sinn & Moltschaniwskyj 2005; Weiss et al. 2012) .
The present study is an appropriate illustration of the extent to which different personality dimensions can differ by nature, by their relationship with lifehistory traits ) and by their stability through an individual's life. Our findings emphasize the risk of erroneously inferring individual personality from non-contemporaneous observations. We thus recommend that personality should, when possible, be systematically assessed when it is related to any other variable under study, rather than relying on measures examined exclusively earlier in life (Boon et al. 2007; Hö jesjö et al. 2011) , at least for traits that are neither repeatable nor stable in the long term (Bell & Sih 2007) . It must be kept in mind that varying selection pressures may act on a given individual's personality over its lifetime. We think it could be misleading to predict individual fitness as a function of personality in a selective environment when personality itself can vary over an individual's lifetime. We thus encourage the study of the simultaneous influences of genetical, epigenetical, environmental or experiential causes on the expression of personality (Brown et al. 2007; Frost et al. 2007; Dingemanse et al. 2009; Stamps & Groothuis 2010; Webster & Ward 2011) to provide an account of the selective pressures that apply over an individual's lifetime. Despite potential flaws, we found that interindividual variation in personality did not decrease over time, suggesting that, in natural populations, a substantial amount of variation may permanently remain available for natural selection to act upon it. the experiment. This work was funded with a Ph.D. grant to M.D. and a master honorific grant to Y.A., both provided by the Conseil Ré gional de Bourgogne.
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